Abstract. In this paper we introduce the notion of λ mnk − Γ 3 and Λ 3 sequences. Further, we introduce the spaces Γ
Introduction
Let (x mnk ) be a triple sequence of real or complex numbers. A triple sequence (real or complex) can be defined as a function x : N × N × N → R (C) , where N, R and C denote the set of natural numbers, real numbers and complex numbers respectively. The different types of notions of triple sequence was introduced and investigated at the initial by Sahiner et al. [10, 11] , Esi et al. [3] [4] [5] , Datta et al. [1] ,Subramanian et al. [12] , Debnath et al. [2] and many others. A triple sequence x = (x mnk ) is said to be triple analytic if for all x = {x mnk } and y = {y mnk } in Λ 3 (Γ 3 ). The notion of difference sequence spaces (for single sequences) was introduced by Kizmaz [7] as follows
Let w 3 , χ 3 (∆), Λ 3 (∆) be denote the spaces of all, triple gai difference sequence space and triple analytic difference sequence space respectively. The difference triple sequence space was introduced by Debnath et al. (see [2] ) and is defined as ∆x mnk = x mnk − x m,n+1,k − x m,n,k+1 + x m,n+1,k+1 − x m+1,n,k + x m+1,n+1,k + x m+1,n,k+1 − x m+1,n+1,k+1 and ∆ 0 x mnk = x mnk .
Definitions and Preliminaries
Throughout the article w 3 , χ 3 (∆) , Λ 3 (∆) denote the spaces of all, triple gai difference sequence spaces and triple analytic difference sequence spaces respectively.
For a triple sequence x ∈ w 3 , Subramanian et al. introduced by ( [12] ), the spaces Γ 3 (∆) , Λ 3 (∆) as follows:
The spaces Γ 3 (∆) , Λ 3 (∆) are metric spaces with the metric
which is continuous, non-decreasing and convex with A sequence g = (g mn ) defined by
is called the complementary function of a Musielak-Orlicz function f . For a given Musielak-Orlicz function f, [see [9] ] the Musielak-Orlicz sequence space t f is defined as follows
where I f is a convex modular defined by
We consider t f equipped with the Luxemburg metric
is an exteneded real number.
is called the p product metric of the Cartesian product of n metric spaces (see [13] ) .
Main Results
Let η = (λ mnk ) be a non-decreasing sequence of positive real numbers tending to infinity and λ 111 = 1 and λ m+n+k+3 ≤ λ m+n+k+3 + 1, for all m, n, k ∈ N. The generalized de la Vallée-Poussin means is defined by
The notion of λ− triple entire and triple analytic sequences as follows: Let λ = (λ mnk ) ∞ m,n,k=0 be a strictly increasing sequences of positive real numbers tending to infinity.
Consider B µ η (x) = 1 ϕrst m∈Irst n∈Irst k∈Irst λ mnk x mnk −λ m,n+1,k x m,n+1,k − λ m,n,k+1 x m,n,k+1 +λ m,n+1,k+1 x m,n+1,k+1 −λ m+1,n,k x m+1,n,k +λ m+1,n+1,k x m+1,n+1,k + λ m+1,n,k+1 x m+1,n,k+1 − λ m+1,n+1,k+1 x m+1,n+1,k+1 . λ mnk x mnk −λ m,n+1,k x m,n+1,k −λ m,n,k+1 x m,n,k+1 +λ m,n+1,k+1 x m,n+1,k+1 −λ m+1,n,k x m+1,n,k + λ m+1,n+1,k x m+1,n+1,k + λ m+1,n,k+1 x m+1,n,k+1 − λ m+1,n+1,k+1 x m+1,n+1,k+1 = a. So we can say that lim m,n,k→∞ B µ η (x) = a. Hence x is λ mnk x mnk − convergent to a. Lemma 3.4. Every convergent sequence is λ mnk − convergent to the same ordinary limit.
Proof. Omitted. ✷ Lemma 3.5.If a λ mnk − Musielak-convergent sequence converges in the ordinary sense, then it must Musielak-converge to the same λ mnk − limit.
Proof. Let x = (x mnk ) ∈ w 3 and m, n, k ≥ 1. We have
Proof. Let x = (x mnk ) be λ mnk − Musielak-convergent sequence. Then from Lemma 3.2, we have x = (x mnk ) converges to the same λ mnk − limit. We obtain
From the above equation, we deduce that λ mnk − convergent sequence x = (x mnk ) converges. ✷ Lemma 3.7. Every triple analytic sequence is λ mnk − triple analytic.
Proof. let
Then there exists M > 0, We have
From the above equation, we deduce that λ mnk − analytic sequence x = (x mnk ) analytic. ✷ Lemma 3.8. A λ mnk − Musielak-analytic sequence x = (x mnk ) is analytic if and
Proof. From Lemma 3.4 and S 000 (x) = 0 and
4. The spaces of λ mnk − triple entire and triple analytic sequences In this section we introduce the sequence space: If
then the sets of λ mnk triple entire, triple analytic sequences respectively. 
